GO GRANTS

for Community Groups

What is a GO Grant?

GO Grants are a way for your Community Group to GO Quarterly.
They are a hands-on event enabling your Community Group to reach a neighborhood
for Christ, or bless those in need around the Baton Rouge area.
Your group’s vision and people make it happen - The Chapel funds it!

“He came to seek and save the lost.” - Luke 19:10

What does my Community Group do?
Your Community Group provides the idea, the planning, and the manpower. While there are opportunities to
GO Quarterly with Chapel sponsored opportunities (Guest Services, Wildwood Elementary School Outreach,
etc.) - and we LOVE having your group serve together with us - these grants provide the chance for your
group to lead the way - start to finish.

What does The Chapel provide?

The Chapel will offer up to $3,000 for GO Grants in 2020!
That’s up to three different grants provided to three different outreaches.
Each approved GO Grant will receive funding up to $1,000.
We want this event to be an on-ramp to our Disciple’s Pathway.
Be sure to consider how you plan to help people take their next step.
(Visit your Community Group, attend Sunday Worship, etc.)

How do we apply?
The deadline to apply is March 15, 2020.
Visit thechapelbr.com/groupleaderresources
Get together with your group, come up with your plan,
and think through details such as:
* What is your idea?
* Who will be involved in the outreach?
* What would be a WIN for this event?
* When? Where? Resources needed?
* Who/What is the primary focus?
* How will you invite?

Ideas for GO Grants!
Previous GO Grants have funded crawfish boils &
neighborhood events for kids! Your Community
Group can even join forces with another one to
work together on one outreach. Be creative,
be practical, be bold. We are open to your ideas of
reaching people for Jesus - on the campus of LSU,
in the city, and around the world.
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